
Kindergarten - 3rd Grade English Language Arts Curriculum +
Common Core State Standards Overview

Reading Writing Language Speaking & Listening

Montessori
Pink, Blue and Green Series

short vowel sounds, consonant blends,
and phonetic combinations

Step Up to Writing
is an organizational program that
teaches explicit writing strategies

within the writing process
(pre-writing, drafting, revising,
editing, final copy, proofreading,
sharing) to help students organize
their thinking and their writing. It is
used primarily for informational,

expository writing.

Montessori Parts of Speech
hands-on material for the nine
parts of speech (functions of

words)

Montessori
Grace and Courtesy Lessons
role-play for how to participate
in the learning environment

Voyager- Passport
Provides comprehensive, explicit, and

systematic instruction in the five essential
components of reading and includes

language and writing.

Journal Writing
relaxed format that provides a

nonthreatening way to be able to
explore different thoughts, ideas

and topics

Montessori Sentence Analysis
hands-on material for

diagramming simple sentences

Montessori Peace Education
Initiatives problem-solving,

empathy, cooperative learning,
conflict-resolution skills

Interactive Read-Aloud method of
reading a book aloud with modeling key

components of reading

Poetry
lessons, activities, units

Montessori Word Study
hands-on material for studying

the English language and
developing vocabulary

Reader’s Theater
sharing student writing or
stories with intonation and

prosody



The Heggerty Phonemic Awareness:
Bridge to Reading provides students

with consistent and repeated instruction,
and this transfers to developing a

student's decoding and encoding skills.

Instructional Level Spelling
Words

Grouped Spelling words that
explore the roots and
understand words.

Scholastic Magazines
combine relevant stories with
digital resources to ignite

student engagement and raise
achievement in every content

area.

I-READY
Lessons that teach foundational skills
such as phonological awareness,

high-frequency words, and phonics to
help students understand their

connection to reading.



4th-6th Grade English Language Arts Curriculum +
Common Core State Standards Overview

Reading Writing Language Speaking & Listening

Voyager- Passport
Provides comprehensive, explicit, and

systematic instruction in the five essential
components of reading and includes

language and writing.

Step Up to Writing
is an organizational program that
teaches explicit writing strategies

within the writing process
(pre-writing, drafting, revising,
editing, final copy, proofreading,
sharing) to help students organize
their thinking and their writing. It is
used primarily for informational,

expository writing.

Montessori Parts of Speech
hands-on material for the nine
parts of speech (functions of

words)

Montessori
Grace and Courtesy Lessons
role-play for how to participate
in the learning environment

Literature Novel Study Guide
Small groups gather together to

discuss a piece of literature in depth

Journal Writing
relaxed format that provides a

nonthreatening way to be able to
explore different thoughts, ideas

and topics

Montessori Sentence Analysis
hands-on material for

diagramming simple sentences

Montessori Peace Education
Initiatives problem-solving,

empathy, cooperative learning,
conflict-resolution skills

Interactive Read-Aloud method of
reading a book aloud with modeling key

components of reading

Poetry
lessons, activities, units

Montessori Word Study
hands-on material for studying

the English language and
developing vocabulary

Reader’s Theater
sharing student writing or
stories with intonation and

prosody

I-READY
Lessons that teach foundational skills
such as phonological awareness,

high-frequency words, and phonics to
help students understand their

connection to reading.

Instructional Level Spelling
Words

Grouped Spelling words that
explore the roots and
understand words.

Project Presentations
cross-curricular, multimedia

presentations implanting public
speaking and listening skills



Guided Reading
+ Fountas & Pinnell Texts

using data for small group instruction,
building fluent and skilled readers

Scholastic Magazines
combine relevant stories with
digital resources to ignite

student engagement and raise
achievement in every content

area.


